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1

Our Universe

In this first chapter, I outline our universe’s history as we currently understand it, and
describe the main observations and measurements that we have used to deduce and
support these conclusions. I also provide a brief description of some of the open questions
and puzzles which motivate much of the research in modern cosmology. Readers with
a strong background in both cosmology and particle physics can feel free to skip this
chapter.

A little over a century ago, there was nothing that one could call a science of cosmology. On
the observational side, it was being actively debated until the 1920s whether the collection
of stars known as the Milky Way constituted the entirety of our universe, or was instead
just one of many “island universes,” or what we would now call galaxies [1]. In terms of
theory, physicists had developed a framework to describe how objects move through space,
but those theories were fundamentally incapable of asking how space itself might change
or evolve with time. To begin to meaningfully ask questions such as these, one had to
wait until November of 1915, when Einstein completed and presented his general theory
of relativity [2].

I would argue that observational cosmology really began with the work of Henrietta
Leavitt [3], Vesto Slipher [4], Edwin Hubble, and Milton Humason [5], whose observations
collectively demonstrated not only that many long-observed nebulae are in fact galaxies,
independent of theMilkyWay, but also that nearly all of these objects aremoving away from
our location in the universe. Furthermore, these galaxies are each receding with velocities
that are approximately proportional to their distance from us, thus demonstrating that our
universe is expanding with time.

Taken at face value, the fact that our universe is expanding also implies that it must
be changing and evolving. Although some astronomers attempted to accommodate the
expansion of space within the context of steady state cosmological models [6, 7], such
efforts became only more contrived as the evidence accumulated. As early as the 1950s,
observations had begun to support the fact that our universe was hotter and denser in the
past than it is today. With the discovery of the cosmic microwave background in 1964, the
so-called “Hot Big Bang” theory became the leading paradigm for our universe’s history and
evolution. In the decades that followed, the fact that our universe evolved from a hot and
dense state gradually became a matter of scientific consensus.

To understand the earliest eras of our universe’s history, it is essential to know how
matter and energy behave under extremely hot and dense conditions. The first few hundred
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thousand years after the Big Bang played out in large part according to the principles of
atomic physics, while the first few seconds andminutes were dictated by the laws that govern
the interactions of atomic nuclei.Modern particle accelerators allowus to study the behavior
of particles at temperatures as high as roughly a TeV, probing times as early as a trillionth of
a second after the Big Bang.

In these first moments, the seeds of what would become our universe were planted. The
particles that make up the dark matter were created during this primordial era, along with
the neutrinos, electrons, and nuclei that occupy our universe today. During this earliest
period of time, significant quantities of matter somehow survived, while antimatter did not.
By the end of inflation, density perturbations were already in place that would ultimately
lead to the formation of our universe’s large-scale structure. We cannot claim to understand
our universe without understanding this brief but critically formative moment of time.

1.1 A brief history of our universe

As with many historical timelines, the farther cosmologists look into the past, the less
certain they are about the events that unfolded then. Without any way to observe the
earliest moments, or to study the conditions under which they existed, we are forced to
blindly extrapolate beyond the regimes that are currently observationally or experimentally
accessible to us. This has led many to speculate about a variety of possible events that may
have taken place in the very early universe, including the following:

• The Big Bang singularity (t= 0, T =∞): Perhaps our universe began as a
spacetime singularity of infinite temperature and density, prior to which neither
space nor time existed.

• The Planck era (t∼ 10−43 s, T ∼ 1019 GeV): At temperatures near the Planck scale,
the effects of quantum gravity are expected to have been in full effect, perhaps
involving radical departures from the laws of physics as we currently understand
them.

• The era of grand unification (t<∼ 10−36 s,T>∼ 1015 GeV): In grand unified theories
(GUTs), the three forces of the Standard Model are each part of a singular force
(and symmetry group) that was broken as the universe cooled. During the grand
unified era, this symmetry remained unbroken, blurring the distinction between
these three forces, and between quarks and leptons.

• The inflationary era (t= ?, T = ?): The flatness and uniformity of our universe
suggest that our universe may have undergone a period of exponential expansion
during its very early history. While there now exists significant evidence for
inflation, much remains unknown about this era and the physics behind it.

As our universe expanded, it eventually cooled to temperatures that we can study using
particle accelerators. From the data collected at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the
Tevatron, the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) collider, and other such experiments, we can
deducemuch about our universe’s likely state during its first trillionth of a second, including
the following:

• The quark-gluon plasma (t<∼ 10−5 s, T>∼ 0.3GeV): During this era, our universe
was filled with a dense plasma of quarks and gluons, containing all of the known
species of particles.
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• The electroweak phase transition (t∼ 10−11 s, T ∼ 200GeV): Prior to this time,
electroweak symmetry remained unbroken, and the known gauge bosons, quarks,
and leptons were each massless. During this transition, these particles acquired
masses through the Higgs mechanism, and the electromagnetic and weak forces
took on their familiar forms.

• The QCD phase transition (t∼ 10−5 s, T ∼ 0.3GeV): During this transition, the
quarks and gluons became bound together intomesons and hadrons, resulting from
the evolving strength of the strong force.

Although particle accelerators and other laboratory experiments allow us to speculate
about our universe’s first ∼ 10−12 seconds in a way that is reasonably well informed,
significant events may have taken place during this period that accelerators are not yet
capable of revealing to us. In particular, particles that are only feebly coupled to the Standard
Model may have been very consequential during this period of time, while also being very
difficult to produce and study in accelerators. Similarly, particles that were produced at
temperatures greater than those probed by the Large Hadron Collider could have been
present during this period of time, substantially impacting how our early universe evolved.

Moving forward in time, we find ourselves on much firmer ground. Beginning roughly
a second after the Big Bang, we have both laboratory data and cosmological observations
to inform our understanding of cosmic history. Through measurements of the primordial
light element abundances, we can be quite confident that the following events took place in
the early universe:

• Neutrino decoupling (t∼ 1 s, T ∼ 1MeV): Before our universe had become even
one second old, its density had become low enough to allow it to become
transparent to neutrinos. These particles have been traveling unimpeded ever since,
and now constitute what is known as the cosmic neutrino background.

• Proton-neutron freeze out (t∼ 1 s, T ∼ 1MeV): Prior to this transition, protons
could be converted into neutrons and vice versa through weak interactions. As
our universe expanded, these processes became inefficient, and the abundances of
protons and neutrons each became fixed (until the neutrons began to decay).

• Deuterium and helium fusion (t∼ 1−300 s, T ∼ 1−0.07MeV): During this era
of Big Bang nucleosynthesis, free protons and neutrons fused together to form
deuterons, followed by 3He, 3H, and 4He.Within only a fewminutes, approximately
a quarter of all nucleons were bound within helium nuclei. A much smaller
proportion of the nucleons were fused into the nuclei of lithium and beryllium.

• The decay of the free neutrons (t∼ 880 s, T ∼ 30 keV): As the age of the universe
became comparable to the neutron’s lifetime, these particles gradually disappeared
from our universe. Eventually, unstable nuclei such as 7Be and 3H followed suit.

• Matter domination begins (t∼ 51,000 yr, T ∼ 0.8 eV): As photons and neutrinos
lost their energy to the expansion of space, matter (including both baryons and
darkmatter) came tomake up an increasingly large fraction of our universe’s energy
density, ultimately constituting the majority of the total energy.

It would greatly surprise me to learn that these events did not take place as described
above. Our observational handles on this era are strong enough to give us considerable
confidence in this overall picture. As we move further forward in time, this becomes only
more true. From the era of photon decoupling onward, we have vast quantities of diverse
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observational information to rely on. We can be approximately as certain about this period
of our universe’s history as the scientific method allows us to be about anything.

• The formation of atoms (t∼ 380,000 yr, T ∼ 0.3 eV): As our universe cooled
to temperatures well below the binding energies of hydrogen and helium, the
overwhelming majority of the electrons became bound to these nuclei, forming the
first electrically neutral atoms.

• Photon decoupling (t∼ 380,000 yr,T ∼ 0.3 eV): As the plasma of charged particles
that filled our universe transformed into a gas of neutral atoms, space became
transparent to light for the first time. The photons that decoupled from the plasma
during this era have been traveling through our universe ever since, and make up
today’s cosmic microwave background.

• First stars and galaxies (t∼ 50−200Myr, T ∼ 0.01−0.005 eV): Star formation
began during this era, followed shortly thereafter by the formation of our universe’s
first galaxies.

• Reionization (t∼ 0.5Gyr,T ∼ 0.002 eV):Within half a billion years or so, energetic
photons produced by the first stars and galaxies began to disassociate electrons from
nuclei, returning our universe to a nearly fully ionized state.

• Dark energy domination begins (t∼ 10Gyr, T ∼ 0.0003 eV): For the past few
billion years, the density of dark energy has exceeded that of matter, propelling our
universe toward a state of exponential expansion.

• Today (t� 13.8Gyr, T � 0.000235 eV): All of human history and culture plays out.

1.2 The empirical pillars of modern cosmology

On the opening page of Kolb and Turner’s classic text, The Early Universe, the authors write,
“Astronomy is a data-starved science. Cosmology is even more so.” While this was a fair
assessment at the time (circa 1990), it is certainly not the case today. Over the past few
decades, cosmology has grown into an observationally rich science, with the ability to draw
upon a huge body of diverse and precise data. In my view, it is this data that has made the
present era of modern cosmology so exciting and vibrant. In this section, I’ll summarize
some of the most important portions of this data and what they tell us about our universe
and its evolution.

1.2.1 The expansion rate

Although astronomers have been measuring the expansion rate of our universe since
the time of Hubble and Humason, modern cosmology has dramatically improved such
measurements in terms of both precision and the range of time (and redshift) across
which such measurements can be made. When I took an undergraduate cosmology course
in the late 1990s, my textbook reported that the current rate of Hubble expansion was
probably somewhere in the range ofH0 ∼ 50−100 km/s/Mpc. Today, measurements of the
cosmic microwave background indicate that H0 � 67.4± 0.5 km/s/Mpc [8]. Even taking
into account the fact that other measurement techniques currently seem to prefer values
in the range of H0 ∼ 72−76 km/s/Mpc [9, 10, 11], it is clear that enormous progress has
been made over the past two decades. Furthermore, while a variety of techniques have
long been used to measure the local rate of Hubble expansion, cosmologists have over the
past few decades begun to use objects such as Type Ia supernovae to measure how this
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rate has evolved over most of our universe’s history (i.e., out to redshifts of z>∼ 2). These
measurements have had a great impact on our understanding of the composition of our
universe, in particular, in revealing the presence of a significant density of dark energy.

1.2.2 The cosmicmicrowave background

Since its discovery in 1964, the cosmic microwave background (CMB) has been central to
the field of observational cosmology. This collection of photons provides us with a detailed
description of the state of our universe at the time of recombination, when electrons and
nuclei formed the first electrically neutral atoms 380,000 years after the Big Bang. As a result
of this transition from a plasma of charged particles to a gas of electrically neutral atoms,
the photons decoupled from the matter, and have been more or less freely propagating
through our universe ever since. The measured temperature anisotropies of the CMB tell
us about how matter and energy were distributed throughout our universe at the time of
recombination, as well as about the distribution of intervening matter. By scrutinizing the
detailed properties of the CMB, cosmologists have been able to precisely determine the
abundances of baryons, dark matter, and neutrinos in our universe, as well as the geometry
of our universe itself.

1.2.3 The light element abundances

Although the nuclei of the heavier atomic species originated in stars, those of the lightest
few elements (hydrogen, deuterium, helium, and lithium) were forged largely through
nuclear fusion in the first seconds and minutes after the Big Bang. During this period
of Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), the temperature of our universe was hot enough to
facilitate rapid fusion, T ∼ 1−0.01MeV, binding many of the free protons and neutrons
together through the strong force. Measurements of the primordial helium-to-hydrogen
and deuterium-to-hydrogen ratios each agree with the predictions of the Big Bang theory,
and provide us with ameasurement of the energy density and expansion rate of our universe
as early as ∼ 1 second after the Big Bang.

1.2.4 Large-scale structure

Over time, gravity causes regions that contain a greater than average density to collapse,
forming increasingly dense structures. By studying the distribution of galaxies and galaxy
clusters in our universe, we can infer facts about the expansion history of our universe, and
the nature of darkmatter. In particular, since the 1980s, observations of large-scale structure
have made it clear that our universe contains large quantities of cold (or warm) dark matter.
Such observations also provide us with evidence that dark energy has come to dominate our
universe’s energy density at late times.

1.2.5 Laboratorymeasurements

To reliably understand and interpret a given set of astronomical observations, one generally
must possess knowledge of the laws of physics that are involved. For example, if physicists
and chemists had not discovered and measured the spectral lines associated with various
atomic species, cosmologists would not have been able to use redshift as a measure of
distance. Similarly, if scientists had not performed laboratory experiments to study the
interactions of nuclei at high temperatures, it is unlikely that astronomers would have
learned much from their measurements of the primordial element abundances. In the
current era, particle accelerators provide us with a foundation to understand our universe’s
first fraction of a second. In particular, by colliding pairs of protons together with 13.6 TeV
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of energy, the Large Hadron Collider allows us to study the forms of matter and energy that
populated our universe as early as a trillionth of a second after the Big Bang.

1.3 Cosmic concordance

It is remarkable how well the standard Big Bang theory has held up to observational
scrutiny over the past several decades. Forty years ago, no large-scale galaxy survey had been
completed, and no anisotropies had been detected in the CMB. And yet, as the avalanche of
modern cosmological data subsequently accumulated, the same underlying cosmological
model remained in place and continued to be supported by the data. The many precise
measurements that were carried out during these decades certainly allowed us to determine
the values of many of the parameters of the standard Big Bang theory, but they did not
force us to discard or alter this model in any substantial way. With only a handful of free
parameters, this long-standing model remains to this day capable of describing the vast
collection of data that has been accumulated over this period of time. This standard theory,
including the presence of dark energy and cold dark matter, has become known as the
�CDMmodel.

Many of the facts pertaining to our universe and its history have now been independently
determined usingmultiple probes. The density of matter, for example, has been determined
withmeasurementsofgalaxiesandgalaxyclusters,aswellasusingthetemperatureanisotropies
of the CMB. Furthermore, starting with the distribution of cold dark matter at the time
of recombination as inferred from the CMB, we can calculate how this matter should be
distributed inouruniverse today,andthispredictionagreeswellwith theobserved large-scale
structureof ouruniverse.On similar grounds,wehavedetermined thedensity of dark energy
by measuring the evolution of our universe’s expansion rate, by measuring the evolution of
large-scale structure, and by studying the CMB’s temperature anisotropies.

The most restrictive constraints on our universe’s evolution prior to the time of
recombination come from measurements of the light element abundances. These data
confirm that our universe expanded at approximately the predicted rate from ∼1 second
after the Big Bang (corresponding toT ∼ MeV) onward, which in turn implies that it did not
contain any large abundances of matter or energy beyond those described by the standard
�CDMmodel.

As for understanding the era prior to BBN, we have essentially no direct observational
probes to relyon. Instead,weusewhatwehave learned fromparticle accelerators todeduce as
much aswe can about how this era likely playedout. There aremanyways, however, that such
inferences could be unreliable. First of all, there could exist particle species that interact too
feeblywith the particles of the StandardModel to be detected at existing particle accelerators,
while still being produced in significant abundances in the early universe. Second, even the
Large Hadron Collider cannot probe the kinds of interactions that took place during our
universe’s first ∼ 10−12 seconds (corresponding to T>∼TeV). Any attempt we might make
to describe this first trillionth of a secondmust, therefore, rely on significant extrapolations,
leaving us with little reason to be confident in the predictions of our existing theories.

1.4 Open questions and outstanding puzzles

If the questions raised by the science of cosmology had all been answered, I would not
have bothered to write this book. In fact, the field of particle cosmology is a vibrant one
in large part because of the many important and intriguing puzzles that we have, so far,
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failed to resolve. These open questions provide us with motivation to consider new models
and theories, and to conduct new experiments and observations. Unanswered questions are
the lifeblood of any healthy scientific community.

Below is a list of the questions and puzzles that at this time have not been conclusively
addressed by our best current theories (general relativity and the StandardModel of particle
physics).

• Dark matter: There is a near-consensus among cosmologists that most of the
matter in our universe does not consist of atoms, but of something that does not
appreciably radiate, reflect, or absorb light. It is not, however, yet known what this
dark matter actually is. The existence of dark matter requires physics beyond the
StandardModel, and almost certainly originated in the early universe, prior to BBN.

• The matter-antimatter asymmetry: The fact that our universe contains a signifi-
cant abundance of baryonic matter but almost no antimatter also requires physics
beyond the Standard Model. To generate this matter-antimatter asymmetry, there
must exist exotic forms of matter that were present but were not in equilibrium
in the early universe, whose interactions violate the conservation of both baryon
number and charge-parity (CP) symmetry.

• Dark energy: Althoughgeneral relativity allows for thepossibility of vacuumenergy
in the formof the cosmological constant, quantumfield theory leadsus to expect that
the density of this energy should be vastly larger than is observed in our universe.
This apparentproblemhas ledmanycosmologists toexploredynamicalmechanisms
for dark energy, or to consider scenarios involving anthropic selection effects.

• The flatness and horizon problems: In the original form of the Big Bang theory,
the degree to which the universe is curved increases as space expands. It thus
requires highly fine-tuned initial conditions to explain the fact that our universe
is approximately flat today. Furthermore, we observe regions of space that appear
to have never been in causal contact, and yet are at nearly identical temperatures.
These twin puzzles have motivated cosmologists to propose inflationary scenarios
in which space expanded exponentially shortly after the Big Bang, driving the
overall curvature toward zero and providing amechanism to explain how the entire
observable universe was once in causal contact.

• The existence of neutrino masses: Unlike in the case of other fermions, there is
no mechanism in the Standard Model to generate masses for the neutrinos. The
empirical fact that these particles have small masses requires new physics.

• The hierarchy problem: In the StandardModel, quantum corrections are expected
to drive the mass of the Higgs boson to a very high value, well above that measured
at the Large Hadron Collider. In lieu of an extreme fine-tuning of parameters, the
relatively small value of theHiggsmass would appear to require physics beyond that
of the Standard Model, typically involving new particles that are not much heavier
than the TeV scale. Supersymmetry is the best known example of new physics that
could resolve this problem.

• The strong CP problem: Despite the fact that the structure of QCD allows for
the combined symmetries of charge and parity (CP) to be violated in the strong
interactions, this has never been observed. To explain this without requiring a large
degree of fine-tuning, dynamical mechanisms have been proposed that can drive
the CP violating interactions to zero. The most well-known example of this is the
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Peccei-Quinnmechanism, which leads to the prediction of a dark matter candidate
in the form of the axion.

• Quantum gravity: Despite the incredible empirical successes of general relativity, it
is a classical theory that must break down on scales shorter than the Planck length,
where quantum effects become important. Unlike the three forces described by
the Standard Model, gravity is nonrenormalizable and cannot be self-consistently
quantized using the same approach. The question of how to reconcile general
relativity with quantum field theory is perhaps the single most significant open
question in all of contemporary physics.

Additional reading

For readers who are interested in the history of cosmology, I enthusiastically recommend
Cosmology’s Century by Peebles. At the risk of coming across as overly self-promoting,
I’ll also suggest my own book, At the Edge of Time. On the particle physics side, I have
particularly enjoyed Weinberg’s The Discovery of Subatomic Particles and The Second
Creation by Crease and Mann.
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primordial helium mass fraction, 116;
primordial lithium-7 and, 119, 120

baryon acoustic oscillations. See acoustic
oscillations

baryon asymmetry: by electroweak
baryogenesis, 197–202; generated in
first second, 184; in grand unified theories,
185–90; by leptogenesis, 194–97; Sakharov
conditions and, 184–85; sphalerons and, 185,
190–94, 197. See alsomatter-antimatter
asymmetry

baryonic Jeans length, 153
baryonic Jeans mass, 154
baryon-minus-lepton number (B− L):
conserved in some GUTs, 188; sphalerons
and, 190–91, 191, 192, 194; vacuum
transitions and, 190–91

baryon number: of asymmetric dark matter
candidate, 140–41; R-parity and, 274.
See also baryon-minus-lepton number
(B− L); baryon-plus-lepton number
(B+ L)

baryon number conservation, 36; violated by
first Sakharov condition, 184; violated in
GUTs, 185, 186, 187

baryon-photon fluid: acoustic oscillations in,
93–94, 95, 102, 104, 153, 168–70, 169; CMB
polarization and, 102; dark matter and,
100–101; density perturbations in, 156, 157

baryon-plus-lepton number (B+ L): sphalerons
and, 190, 191, 192, 194

baryons, 37
Bekenstein, Jacob, 127
beryllium, 117, 117–18, 119
Bethe, Hans, 108n
Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), 5, 7, 108–23;
beyond helium, 116–18, 117; Boltzmann
equation and, 61, 111; constraints on energy
injection and, 121–22; dark matter freeze
out and, 133; dark radiation and, 119, 121;
equilibrium nuclear abundances and, 112–14,
114; evolution of mass fractions during, 117;
of hydrogen and helium, 114–16, 115; lack
of observations prior to, 8, 332; limits on
formation of heavy nuclei, 116–17; main
processes in, 114–16, 115; neutron-proton
freeze out and, 109–12, 111, 332; primordial
element abundances, 118–19; unresolved
lithium problem in, 119

Big Bang singularity, 4
Big Crunch, 24
binos, 274–75
black holes: active galactic nuclei and, 260, 262;
at center of Milky Way, 319; neutron star
merger with, 264; primordial, 125; from
supernova, 266

blazars, 261–63; diffuse high-energy neutrino
flux from, 260; ultra-high energy cosmic rays
and, 249, 249. See also active galactic nuclei
(AGN)

BL Lacertae objects, 261
B-mode polarization of CMB, 101–2, 220
Boltzmann equation, 57–63
Boltzmann equation for number density, 58; of
baryon number, 192; of beryllium-7, 117;
collision terms in, 58–61; in dark matter
coannihilations, 136–39; entropy density
and, 62–63; of free electrons during
recombination, 61–62; of frozen-in dark
matter, 141–42; of hydrogen-3 plus helium-3
nuclei, 116; for ionized fraction of hydrogen,
82; matter-antimatter asymmetry and, 139; of
neutrons, 111; of stable dark matter candidate,
129–30; of stable Majorana fermion, 132, 133;
of sterile neutrinos, 284; of WIMP, 62

Bose-Einstein distribution, 48
Bose enhancement, 59
bosons of Standard Model, 30; pressure and
energy density, 18–19

branching fraction, 43
bremsstrahlung, 65–67; in electromagnetic
calorimeter, 329; gamma rays from cosmic
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rays and, 255, 255; synchrotron radiation
compared to, 67, 69

bullet cluster, 127

calorimeters of LHC, 329, 329–30
C and CP violation: in GUTs, 185, 187, 188; in
leptogenesis, 195, 196; second Sakharov
condition and, 184, 188, 190; by weak
interactions, 185. See also CP violation

carbon-12 nuclei: in hypothetical equilibrium,
113–14, 114; stellar nucleosynthesis of,
116

carbon nuclei, spallation to boron, 243–44
�CDM cosmological model, 8; angular power
spectrum of CMB and, 92, 93; polarization of
CMB and, 102, 103

“chameleon” scalar fields, 234
charginos, 274, 278–79, 281
chemical equilibrium, 46; chemical potentials
in, 51–52; of electrons, positrons, and
photons, 52–53; neutron-to-proton ratio
and, 110; number density in, 47

chemical potentials, 51–53; dark matter–dark
antimatter asymmetry and, 139–40; of
decoupled particles, 57; defined, 51; in phase
space distribution function, 47; sphaleron
transitions and, 191; for Standard Model
particles after sphaleron washout, 192–94

Cherenkov telescopes, 316
Christoffel symbols, 15–16
CKM (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa) matrix,
34, 36, 176

coincidence problem, 231, 233
cold dark matter (CDM): about 85% of
universe’s matter density, 125; abundance
from CMB measurements, 103; coldness as
requirement for, 127; smallest halos forming
first, 167; thermal relic freeze out, 131–33,
132; transfer function for, 159, 166, 166,
168–69, 169

Coleman-Mandula theorem, 272n
colliders. See Large Hadron Collider (LHC);
particle accelerators

color anomaly, 289, 291
color charge, 31, 33–34, 36, 37
color confinement, 37
comoving distance, 26, 27
comoving horizon, 26; density perturbations
and, 165

comoving wavenumber of Fourier mode, 92
Compton scattering: of CMB photons in galaxy
clusters, 98; cross section for, 43–44; squared
amplitude for, 40

conservation laws, 35–37, 271–72
correlation functions, 158–59
cosmic infrared background: cosmic rays
scattering on, 266; pair production in
scattering of gamma rays by, 75, 256, 256;
scattering of nuclei with, 242, 250–51;
ultra-high energy nuclei scattering on, 266

cosmic microwave background (CMB), 86–107;
blackbody spectrum of, 86–88, 87; cosmic
rays scattering on, 266; cosmic strings and,
205–6; current state of measurements, 102–4;
curvature of universe and, 27, 98, 99, 100;
dark energy and, 231, 234, 236; dark matter
annihilation and, 315–16, 320, 322, 322; dark
matter decay and, 285; energy density of, 88;
energy density variations in, 88, 94; horizon
problem and, 211, 212; inflation and, 226;
inverse Compton scattering from, 70;
isotropic scattering of photons of, 98;
measured properties of, 7; non-Gaussianities
in, 226; number density of, 88; optical depth
of, 83–84; pair production in scattering
of gamma rays by, 75, 256, 256; photon
decoupling and, 6, 54; polarization of, 101–2,
220; primordial density perturbations in,
218–20; recombination and, 79; scattering
of free electrons with, 83–84; scattering of
gamma rays with, 75; scattering of nuclei with,
250–51; scattering of protons with, 242, 250,
251; surface of last scattering and, 84–85, 86;
temperature of, 86, 87. See also angular power
spectrum of CMB; anisotropies of CMB

cosmic neutrino background, 5, 56
cosmic-ray electrons, 241, 253–54;
bremsstrahlung produced by, 67; cooling
mechanisms for, 67; distance from origin to
energy loss, 244; inverse Compton scattering
of, 69–71, 71, 244;synchrotron emission from,
69, 244

cosmic rays, 241–51; acceleration of, 245–48;
anisotropy recently reported in, 251;
antiprotons and antinuclei in, 320, 321,
322–23; background to dark matter searches
and, 319, 320; from blazars, 262–63; from
dark matter annihilation, 320–23, 321, 322;
isotropic arrival of, 241, 249–50; maximum
energy of acceleration, 248; measurement of,
241–42; neutrinos produced in interactions
of, 179, 258–60, 260; positrons in, 321,
321–22, 322; propagation of, 242–44;
protons or nuclei in, 71–74, 241, 248–51, 249,
259, 266; secondary production of, 321;
secondary-to-primary ratios, 244, 323;
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cosmic rays (continued)
sources of, 241, 242, 249, 249–50, 251;
spectrum of, 241–42, 242, 246, 247–48;
ultra-high energy, 248–51, 249, 266; in
vicinity of galactic disk, 244. See also
cosmic-ray electrons

cosmic shear, 170, 170
cosmic strings, 204–6, 205; axions and, 298–300
cosmic variance, 91, 93
cosmological constant�, 20; anthropic principle
and, 237; dark energy and, 9, 21, 24, 102,
230–31, 235–36, 236; energy density and, 22

cosmological horizon, 26; acoustic oscillations
and, 95; density perturbations and, 92; size of,
211; at time of last scattering, 94. See also
horizon problem

cosmological term, 20
cosmology:�CDMmodel, 8, 92, 93, 102, 103;
early science of, 3; most important data of,
6–8; open questions and puzzles in, 8–10

CPT theorem, 60n; Boltzmann equation and, 60
CP violation: decay of right-handed neutrinos
and, 196; electroweak baryogenesis and, 202;
neutrino oscillations and, 178, 179; in QCD,
9–10, 288; second Sakharov condition and,
184, 202. See also C and CP violation

critical energy density, 22–23; CMB energy as
fraction of, 88; flatness of our universe and,
102

curvature: angular diameter distance and,
26–27; density perturbations and, 157, 159; of
Einstein’s static universe, 20; Einstein tensor
and, 11–12; energy density and, 22–23;
evolution of scale factor and, 23–24, 24;
flatness problem and, 210–11; inflation and,
214; luminosity distance and, 27–28;
spacetime metric and, 12–14; of universe
from CMB measurements, 98, 99, 100

curvature perturbations, 170–71, 297

damped Lyman-alpha systems, 118
damping tail of CMB, 97–98; dark radiation and,
104, 121

dark energy, 230–38; accelerating expansion
and, 231; anthropic principle and, 236–37;
beginning of domination of, 6, 25, 25;
cosmological constant and, 9, 21, 24, 102,
230–31, 235–36, 236; density perturbations
and, 156–57; de Sitter universe and, 24;
dynamical models of, 231–34, 236, 237;
equation of state, 232, 234, 235–36, 236;
evolution of our universe and, 24–25, 25; ISW
rise and, 95; as largest component of energy

density, 102; observational probes of, 234–36,
235; puzzling density of, 9

dark matter, 124–49; about 85% of matter
density, 125; abundance from CMB
measurements, 99, 100–101, 103, 323;
asymmetric, 139–41; constraints on mass
of, 128; decay products of, 323–24; density
perturbations in, 155, 156–57; direct searches
for, 278, 280, 281, 302–13; dynamical
evidence for, 124–25; freeze-in scenario for,
141–43, 144; in hidden sectors, 300; hot,
warm, and cold, 164–68, 166; indirect
searches for, 314–25; IR-dominated, 142;
Jeans length and, 154–55, 166–67; large-scale
structure and, 7, 323; lifetime of particles in,
323–24; MACHOs and, 125–27; Majorana
candidates, 129, 129n, 132, 132–33;
modifications to gravity and, 127; nonthermal
production mechanisms for, 141–45, 146;
nuclei and (see dark matter scattering with
nuclei); as open question, 9; out-of-
equilibrium decay scenarios for, 143–45,
146; requirements of candidate for,
127–28; thermal freeze out of, 314–15;
too heavy to produce at LHC, 333; transfer
function and, 164–68, 166; UV-dominated,
142. See also cold dark matter (CDM); hot
dark matter; thermal relics; warm dark
matter; WIMPs (weakly interacting massive
particles)

dark matter annihilation, 315–23; to antiprotons
and antinuclei, 320, 321, 322–23; to charged
leptons, 322, 322; constraints on cross section
of, 315–16, 319, 320, 322, 322, 323; cosmic
microwave background and, 315–16, 320;
cosmic rays from, 320–23, 321, 322; dwarf
galaxies and, 319–20, 320; Galactic Center
and, 317–19, 318; gamma rays from, 316–20;
indirect searches motivated by, 314–15; rate
per volume, 316–17

dark matter halos: gravitational collapse and,
159–64; hot dark matter and, 167; matter
distribution within, 317–18; of Milky Way,
317–18, 318, 321, 324; subhalos of Milky Way,
319

dark matter scattering with nuclei, 302–4, 303;
cross sections of, 304–8; direct detection
constraints from, 306, 308–11, 309; neutrino
floor for detection of, 308, 309; spin-
dependent interactions, 305, 308, 309, 311;
spin-independent interactions, 305–6, 308,
309, 309–10

dark radiation, 104–6, 106, 119, 121
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decay rates, 39–40, 42–43
decay width, 43
decoupling, 53–54; evolution after, 56–57, 86;
of neutrinos, 5, 54–56, 61. See also photon
decoupling

degrees of freedom: internal, 47, 47; relativistic,
49–51, 50

delta baryon, and pion production, 74, 255,
262–63, 265, 266

density perturbations: acoustic oscillations and,
95–96, 153; adiabatic, 170–71; dark energy
and, 156–57; in dark matter, 155, 156–57;
evolution of, 92–94, 155–57, 156n; evolution
of collapsing region, 159–61, 161; in first few
hundred thousand years, 150; Fourier analysis
of, 92–94, 95–96, 158–59; free streaming
neutrinos and, 97–98; halo formation in,
161–64; isocurvature, 170–71; statistical
properties of, 157–59. See also gravitational
collapse; primordial density perturbations

de Sitter universe, 24
detailed balance, principle of, 61
deuterium, primordial abundance of, 118, 119,

120, 121, 122
deuteron formation, 114–16, 115
DFSZ (Dine-Fisher-Srednicki-Zhitnisky) model,
291, 300

diffusion coefficient of cosmic rays, 242–44, 264
diffusion damping, 97–98; transfer function
and, 166

diffusion-loss equations, 243, 321
diffusive shock acceleration, 246–48
Dirac dark matter candidates, 129–30, 129n,
132, 140

Dirac neutrino masses, 174–75, 176–77, 195
direct detection of dark matter, 302–13; lightest
neutralino and, 278, 281; pure wino and, 280;
ruling out many neutralino models, 281

distance, definitions of, 25–28
Dodelson-Widrow mechanism, 282, 285, 286,

286, 287
domain walls, 202–4; axions and, 298, 300
dwarf galaxies: baryonic Jeans mass and, 154;
dark matter annihilation and, 319–20, 320;
reionization and, 83. See alsoMilky Way,
satellite galaxies of

dwarf stars, primordial lithium abundance
in, 118

earth’s motion, and CMB temperature, 88
effective field theory, 304
effective number of neutrino species, 104–6,

106, 119, 121

Einasto profile, 317
Einstein-de Sitter universe, 23
Einstein equations, 11–12; with cosmological
term, 20; Friedmann equations and, 15, 17

Einstein radius, 125–26
Einstein tensor, 11–12
elastic scattering, Feynman diagrams of, 32–33,
34–35

electric charge, 36, 37, 38
electric fields: acceleration of charged particle
and, 248; bremsstrahlung and, 65–66, 253

electromagnetic calorimeter of LHC, 329,
329–30

electromagnetic force: exchange of photons in,
30; large-scale structure and, 150, 168; range
of, 40; screening by virtual particles and, 37

electron-positron colliders, 328–29
electron-positron elastic scattering, 32
electron-positron pair annihilation, 32–33
electron-positron pair production. See pair
production, electron-positron

electrons: in equilibrium with positrons, 51–53,
53; number density during recombination,
61–62; scattering of photons by, 79–80; in
Standard Model, 31

electrons, high-energy interactions, 65;
bremsstrahlung, 65–67; Compton scattering
in galaxy clusters, 98; inverse Compton
scattering, 69–71, 71; synchrotron radiation,
67–69. See also cosmic-ray electrons

electroweak baryogenesis, 197–202
electroweak gauge bosons, 38. SeeW± bosons;

Z boson
electroweak phase transition, 5, 37–39;
baryogenesis and, 197, 200–202; departures
from equilibrium and, 53–54, 197; not
strongly first order in Standard Model, 197;
sphalerons and, 201

electroweak symmetry breaking, 38, 173; Higgs
boson and, 187; higgsino-like neutralinos
and, 279

E-mode polarization of CMB, 101
energy density: in chemical equilibrium, 48–49;
of dark radiation, 104–5, 119, 121; in energy-
momentum tensor, 17; of ensemble of species,
49; in equilibrium with no chemical potential,
18–19; evolving in our universe, 24–25;
expansion of universe and, 21–22; Friedmann
equations and, 17–18

energy-momentum four-vector, 41
energy-momentum tensor, 12, 17
entropy, 50–51; in Boltzmann equation, 59–60;
relativistic degrees of freedom in, 50, 50
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entropy conservation: for dark matter
candidates, 130, 142, 154–55; in equilibrium,
51; misalignment axions and, 296; thermal
axions and, 292–93; at time of neutrino
decoupling, 55

entropy density, 50–51; axion strings and,
298–99; in Boltzmann equation, 62–63; net
baryon density and, 184, 188

entropy dumps, 51, 56, 106; number density of
baryons to photons and, 184

equation of state, 19; accelerated expansion
and, 213, 231; with constant energy density,
213–14; of dark energy, 232, 234, 235–36, 236;
evolution of energy density and, 22; flatness
problem and, 211; heavy relics and, 213;
horizon problem and, 212; of ideal gas, 152; of
inflaton, 216; isocurvature perturbations and,
171; ISW effect and, 95; during radiation
domination era, 153; sound horizon and,
96

equilibrium, 46–50; Boltzmann equation
and, 57–58, 60–61; after decoupling, 57;
departures from, 53–54; leptogenesis and,
194, 195–96; scattering cross section in early
universe and, 129; third Sakharov condition
and, 184, 187, 196

equilibrium condition, 53
Euclidean metric, 12
expansion of universe: accelerating, 231; energy
density and, 21–22; entropy dump and, 51;
evolution of structure and, 155–57; during
formation of light nuclei, 114. See alsoHubble
rate; scale factor

Fermi coupling constant, 39
Fermi-Dirac distribution, 48
Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope, 316,
319, 320

fermions: pressure and energy density, 18–19; of
Standard Model, 31

Feynman diagrams, 31–35; amplitudes
and, 33, 39–40; conservation laws and,
35–36

Feynman rules, 39
fifth forces, 234
filtering mass, 156n
fine structure constant, 39, 66
first Friedmann equation, 17, 22; Big Bang
nucleosynthesis and, 119; dark radiation and,
104; deducing very early T∼100 GeV thermal
bath, 332; dynamical dark energy and, 233,
234; energy density during inflation and, 298;
evolution of collapsing region and, 161;

evolution of density perturbations and, 157;
inflation and, 214

first order Fermi acceleration, 246–48, 253
first Sakharov condition, 201
fixed target experiments, 326–27
flatness of our universe, 9, 27, 226; baryon
acoustic oscillations and, 102; critical energy
density and, 22–23, 102; inflation and, 4, 102,
210–11, 214

flat-spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs), 261
flavor, conservation of, 36
Ford, Kent, 124–25
form factor, nuclear, 305–6, 308
Fourier modes: angular power spectrum and,
92–94, 95–96; matter power spectrum and,
158–59

four-momentum, 41
four-vectors, 40–42
free energy, and sphaleron transitions, 191
freeze in of dark matter, 141–43, 144
Friedmann equations, 15–18, 20. See also first
Friedmann equation; second Friedmann
equation

Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker metric,
13–14

galaxies: distribution of, 7; dynamics suggesting
dark matter, 125; formation of, 6; hot dark
matter and, 167; uniform matter transformed
into, 156, 157; virialization of, 163

galaxy clusters: “bullet cluster” collision of, 127;
dark energy and, 235; distribution of, 7; hot
dark matter and, 167; matter power spectrum
and, 170, 170; Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect and,
98; ultra-high energy cosmic rays and, 249,
249; uniform matter transformed into, 156;
velocity dispersion in, 124; virialization of,
163

gamma-ray bursts (GRB), 264–65; cosmic-ray
acceleration and, 247; ultra-high energy
cosmic rays and, 249, 249

gamma rays: from active galactic nuclei, 261–62;
from blazars, 261–62; from bremsstrahlung,
65, 253, 255, 255; from dark matter
annihilation, 316–20; from decaying dark
matter, 324; from decay of neutral pions, 72;
electron-positron pair production and, 75;
from hadronic processes, 254–55, 257;
importance for astronomy, 252; from inverse
Compton scattering, 69–71, 71, 75, 253–54,
255, 255; isotropic cascade of, 255–57; from
leptonic processes, 253–54; observed excess
from Galactic Center, 319, 320; optical depth
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of, 75; from pulsars, 267–69; from supernova
remnants, 267

Gamow, George, 108
gas: bremsstrahlung and, 66–67; interacting
with cosmic-ray protons and nuclei, 71

gauge bosons: dark matter annihilations to, 316,
323; massless, 38; number for given gauge
group, 186; X and Y in GUTs, 186, 186n, 187.
See alsoW± bosons; Z boson

gauge symmetry, 31; as internal symmetry, 271;
of Standard Model, 38

gauge symmetry groups: in GUTs, 185–87, 188;
in Standard Model, 38, 185

general relativity: supersymmetry and, 272. See
also Einstein equations; Friedmann equations

geodesics, 15
gluons: color charge and, 33–34; in dark matter
scattering with nuclei, 307, 307; exchanged
in strong force, 30; in Feynman diagrams,
33–34; in proton colliders, 328–29; virtual,
328n

Goldstone bosons, 38
Goldstone’s theorem, 289
grand unified theories (GUTs), 4; first Sakharov
condition satisfied by, 186; gauge coupling
unification in, 272; gauge symmetry groups
in, 185–87, 188; magnetic monopoles in,
206–7, 212; neutrino masses and, 175; X and
Y gauge bosons in, 186–90, 186n. See also
GUT baryogenesis

gravitational collapse, 150–52; linear theory of
overdense region, 159–61, 161; pressure
pushing against, 152–55

gravitational lensing: of CMB anisotropies,
234n; of CMB photons, 98, 170, 170;
CMB polarization and, 102; of cosmic strings,
206; dark energy and, 235; of distant
galaxies by large-scale structure, 170,
170

gravitational microlensing, 125–27
gravitational waves: CMB polarization and, 102;
cosmic strings and, 206; generated during
inflation, 102, 220; strongly first order phase
transitions and, 197

gravitinos, 274
gravitons, 105
gravity: density perturbations and, 92–94, 101,
150–52; expansion of universe and, 152;
integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect and, 95;
modifications to, 127, 169

Gunn-Peterson trough, 83
GUT baryogenesis, 185–90; challenges to, 190;
electroweak sphalerons and, 192; leptogenesis

and, 194–95. See also grand unified theories
(GUTs)

GZK (Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin) cutoff, 242,
250, 258

hadronic calorimeter of LHC, 329,
329–30

hadronic sources of gamma rays, 254–55, 257
hadrons, 37
halo formation, 161–64. See also dark matter
halos

Harrison-Peebles-Zel’dovich spectrum, 94, 159
heavy relics problem, 212–13; inflation and,
214–15

Heisenberg uncertainty principle: decay width
and, 43; resolution achieved in collisions and,
326; virtual particles and, 40

helium: formed before hydrogen, 81; primordial
mass fraction (Yp) of, 80, 112, 116, 118, 120,
121; reionized, 82

helium-3, primordial abundance of, 118, 119,
120

helium-3 nuclei, 114–16, 115; in lithium and
beryllium production, 117

helium-4 nuclei: formation of, 115, 115, 116;
in hypothetical equilibrium, 113–14, 114;
in lithium and beryllium production,
117–18

Helm form factor, 306
hidden photons, 105
hidden sectors, 333; dark matter in, 300
hierarchy problem, 9, 272–73, 273
Higgs bosons, 34, 38; cosmic strings and,
204; dark matter annihilations to, 316, 323;
DFSZ model and, 291; discovery of, 331;
event rates at LHC and, 331–32; extended
supersymmetric sector of, 273–74; in GUTs,
187; masses of Standard Model fermions
and, 34, 38; monopoles and, 206; puzzling
mass of, 9, 272–73, 273; right-handed
neutrinos and, 195; sphaleron washout
and, 193

higgsinos, 274–75, 281
Higgs mechanism, 5, 38, 39, 173–74
Higgs portal, 300
Higgs potential, and electroweak phase
transition, 200–201

Higgs vacuum expectation value (vev), 38, 39;
neutrino masses and, 195, 197

high-energy astrophysics: electron interactions,
65–71, 98; nucleons and nuclei in, 71–74;
photon interactions, 74–75

Hillas plot, 249, 249
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homogeneous and isotropic universe: confirmed
by observations, 12; energy-momentum
tensor of, 17; horizon problem and, 211–12,
212; matter power spectrum of, 158; metrics
for, 12–14; scale factor of, 15

horizon, cosmological. See cosmological horizon
horizon problem, 9, 211–12, 212; inflation and,
214

hot dark matter, 166–68. See also dark matter;
thermal relics

Hubble constant, 22
Hubble rate, 22; dark energy and, 231, 235; dark
matter equilibrium and, 139, 141; equilibrium
and, 46, 53–54, 57; formation of light nuclei
and, 115, 116, 117–18; in important models,
22–24; ionization fraction of hydrogen and,
82, 83; Jeans length and, 153; measurements
of, 6–7; neutrino decoupling and, 55; neutron-
to-proton ratio and, 111–12; number density
of particle species and, 58; of our universe,
24–25; in radiation-dominated era, 25, 109;
scattering of photons by free electrons and,
80; slowing growth of density perturbations,
156, 156n; slow roll inflation and, 216–18;
temperature and, 51

Hubble time, 142
hydrogen-3 nuclei, 114–16, 115
hydrogen atoms: excited states of, 82, 83;
formed during recombination, 61–62, 82;
intergalactic, quasar light absorbed by, 83;
ionized fraction of, 81–82, 83; reionized,
82–83

hypercharge Y , 38; after sphaleron washout, 193

IceCube, 260, 260, 263, 264, 265
inflation, 210–29; axions and, 297–98, 300;
diluting monopole abundance, 207; energy
density during, 298; energy density of bath
following, 225; eternal, 226–27; flatness
of our universe and, 4, 102, 210–11, 214;
gravitational waves produced during, 102,
220; horizon problem and, 214; large-field
models of, 220–23, 221, 222, 226; motivations
for, 210–13; Peccei-Quinn symmetry
breaking and, 297–98; present and future
probes of, 226; primordial B-modes and, 102,
220; primordial density perturbations and, 95,
104, 218–20, 222, 222, 223, 226; reheating
subsequent to, 224–26, 298; small-field
models of, 220, 223–24, 224; solution of
accelerated expansion, 213–15; tensor-to-
scalar ratio, 220. See also slow-roll scalar
inflaton field

inflationary multiverse, 227
inflaton, 215–18; couplings with Standard Model
particles, 225; decay of, 225; energy density of,
220. See also slow-roll scalar inflaton field

infrared radiation: inverse Compton scattering
from, 70. See also cosmic infrared background

instantons, 190, 192
integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect, 95, 234n
intergalactic medium, quasar light in, 83
internal degrees of freedom, 47, 47
interstellar medium: deuterium in, 118; gamma
rays from cosmic rays in, 255, 255; inverse
Compton scattering in, 70; secondary
production of cosmic rays in, 321; shells from
gamma-ray bursts and, 264–65; shock waves
in, 247, 267; synchrotron energy losses in, 67

inverse Compton scattering, 69–71, 71, 75; cycle
of pair production and, 256–57; gamma rays
from, 69–71, 71, 75, 253–54, 255, 255; pulsar
gamma-ray emission and, 269; supernova
remnants and, 267

ionization history of early universe, 81–82
IR-dominated dark matter, 142
isocurvature perturbations, 170–71, 297
isospin, weak, 38
isotropic scattering of CMB photons, 98
isotropic universe. See homogeneous and
isotropic universe

ISW rise, 95

Jeans length, 152–55, 156, 156n; dark matter
and, 154–55, 166–67; modes larger than, 165

Jeans mass: baryonic, 154; of hot dark matter,
167, 168

jets: of active galactic nuclei, 261–64, 262; in
proton colliders, 329, 329n

J-factors, 317, 318, 318–19, 320

k-essence models, 233
kinetic equilibrium, 46; elastic scattering and,
53–54

Klein-Nishina cross section, 70–71, 71
Klein-Nishina regime, 253, 254, 256–57
KSVZ (Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zahkarov)
model, 290–91, 300

Large Electron-Positron (LEP) collider, 328
Large Hadron Collider (LHC): collisions of
individual partons in, 328–29; constraints on
exotic particles in, 332–33; cross sections at,
330–32, 331; early universe and, 332–33;
event rates at, 330–32; Higgs bosons at,
331–32; particle detection at, 329, 329–30;
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Standard Model particles at, 331, 331–32;
supersymmetric searches and, 281, 331, 332;
synchrotron emission of, 328; total energy
available in, 327, 328. See also particle
accelerators

large-scale structure, 150–72; acoustic
oscillations and, 153, 155, 168–70, 169;
adiabatic and isocurvature perturbations,
170–71; axions and, 295; dark energy and, 7,
235; dark matter abundance and, 7, 323;
evolving in expanding universe, 155–57,
156n; halo formation in, 161–64; hot, warm,
and cold dark matter and, 164–68, 166;
matter power spectrum and, 157–59;
Press-Schechter formalism, 163–64; pressure
and, 152–55, 156, 156n; sterile neutrinos and,
284–85, 287. See also density perturbations;
gravitational collapse

leptogenesis: baryogenesis via, 194–97;
right-handed neutrinos and, 195–97;
sphalerons and, 194–95, 197

leptonic sources of gamma rays, 253–54
lepton number: conservation and, 36; neutrino
interactions and, 174; R-parity and, 274. See
also baryon-minus-lepton number (B− L);
baryon-plus-lepton number (B+ L)

leptons, 31; generation of masses of, 173–74
LHC. See Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
lifetime of a particle, 43
lightest neutralino, 274–81
lithium: primordial abundance of, 118–19, 120;
produced in BBN, 117, 117

Lorentz invariants, 41
Lorentz transformation, 41
luminosity, and collision rate at LHC, 330
luminosity distance, 27, 27–28
Lyman-alpha forest, 170, 170, 285, 286, 287
Lyman-alpha systems, damped, 118

MACHOs (massive astrophysical compact halo
objects), 125–27

magnetic fields: axion coupling to photons and,
290, 311–12; cosmic rays in Milky Way and,
321; encountered by cosmic rays, 242, 248–50,
249; intergalactic, 250; of Milky Way, 241,
249–50, 251; of neutron star, 267–69; of
particle accelerators, 327–28, 329;
synchrotron radiation and, 67–69

magnetic monopoles, 206–7, 212
Majorana dark matter candidates, 129, 129n,

132, 132–33
Majorana neutrino masses, 174–75, 195
Mandelstam variable, 135

matter, energy density of: evolution of, 21–22;
measured, 103; pressure and, 18–19

matter-antimatter asymmetry, 9, 182–84. See
also baryon asymmetry

matter-dominated era, 5, 24–25, 25
matter power spectrum, 157–59, 168–69, 169
matter-radiation equality, 25, 157, 165, 169
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, 48–49
Mercury’s perihelion, precession of, 12
mesons, 37
metrics, for homogeneous isotropic universe,
12–14

metric tensor, 12, 14; Christoffel symbols and,
15–16; inverse of, 15; tensor notation for,
14–15

“Mexican hat” potential, 204, 204, 289
Milgrom, Mordehai, 127
Milky Way: annihilation J-factor in, 318,
318–19; cosmic-ray electrons of, 69; dark
matter halo of, 317–18, 318, 321, 324; dark
matter particle velocities in, 303–4; deuterium
in, 118; Galactic Center gamma-ray excess,
319, 320; Galactic Center of, 317–19, 318;
high-energy positrons from sources in,
321–22; highest energy cosmic rays and, 251;
MACHOs detected in halo of, 127; magnetic
field of, 241, 249–50, 251; satellite galaxies of,
170, 267, 285, 286, 287, 319–20, 320; subhalos
in, 319; supernovae in, 267

Milky Way-like galaxies, virialization of, 163
Minkowski metric, 13, 41
Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND),
127, 169

Møller velocity, 59
monopoles, 206–7
MSSM (minimal supersymmetric standard
model), 274

multiverse: anthropic principle and, 236–37;
inflationary, 227

muon, 31
muon tracker, 329, 330

Nambu-Goldstone boson, 289
Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile, 317–18,

318, 319
negative curvature, metric with, 12–13
neutralinos, 274–75; bino-like, 276–77; example
of annihilations and coannihilations, 276,
276–77; higgsino-like, 277–81, 311; lightest,
274–81; as Majorana fermions, 275–76;
wino-like, 278–79, 311

neutral pions, 40, 72, 74
neutrino decoupling, 5, 54–56, 61
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neutrino masses, 9, 34n, 173–75; angular power
spectrum of CMB and, 97–98, 104; CMB data
and, 104; dark matter requirements and, 128,
131; leptogenesis and, 195–97; seesaw
mechanism and, 186, 195, 197, 282; sterile
neutrinos and, 282

neutrino oscillations, 173, 178–80, 257–58, 282
neutrinos, 31; astrophysical production and
propagation of, 257–58; from blazar jet, 261,
263–64; from cosmic ray interactions, 179,
258–60, 260; cosmogenic, 265–66; created in
pion production, 74; diffusion damping and,
97–98; effective number of species of, 104–6,
106, 119, 121; energy density of, 104; in
equilibrium in early universe, 54–55; from
gamma-ray bursts, 265; heavier two
presumably unstable, 37; as hot dark matter,
168; importance for astronomy, 252; in Large
Hadron Collider, 330; mixing of, 174–79,
257–58; from supernovae, 267. See also
right-handed neutrinos; sterile neutrinos

neutron: decay of, 5, 109, 111, 111, 112, 114,
116; electric dipole moment of, 288, 289

neutron-proton freeze out, 5, 54, 109–12,
111, 332

neutron stars: gamma-ray bursts and, 264; at
heart of pulsar, 267, 269; from supernova, 266

neutron-to-proton ratio, 109–12, 111
Noether’s theorem, 271
non-Gaussianities in CMB, 226
nonrelativistic matter, 19. See alsomatter
nonrelativistic particles: decoupling and, 57;
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for, 48–49

N-point correlation functions, 158–59
nuclear form factor, 305–6, 308
nuclear species in BBN: hypothetical
equilibrium abundances, 112–14, 114;
important parameters of, 112, 113. See also
Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN)

nuclei: in cosmic rays, 71, 241, 248–51, 249, 259,
266; high-energy interactions of, 71–74. See
also dark matter scattering with nuclei

nucleons: high-energy interactions of, 71–74;
particles contained in, 328n

nucleosynthesis. See Big Bang nucleosynthesis
(BBN); stellar nucleosynthesis

one-forms, 14–15
open universe, 23
optical depth: of CMB, 83–84, 98; of gamma
rays, 75, 255–56; of microlensing, 126; of
universe, 84

oscillation length, 178, 179
Ostriker, Jerry, 125

pair production, electron-positron: by
cosmic-ray protons, 250; cycle of inverse
Compton scattering and, 256–57; in dark
matter annihilation, 316; Feynman diagrams
for, 33; in gamma ray attenuation, 75; gamma
rays leading to, 255–56; by pulsars, 267, 269;
from Z boson, 42–43

partial width, 43
particle accelerators: compared to fixed target
experiments, 326–27; constraints on exotic
particles in, 332; electromagnetic fields of,
327–28; electron-positron colliders, 328–29;
first trillionth of a second and, 4–5, 7–8;
linear, 328; proton colliders, 328–33;
synchrotron emission at, 327–28; testing
electroweak sector, 39; total energy available
in, 327. See also Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

particle horizon, 26
parton distribution functions, 328n
partons, 328
Pauli blocking, 59, 110
Pauli exclusion principle, 128
Peccei, Roberto, 288
Peccei-Quinn mechanism, 10, 288–92,
297–98, 300

Peebles, Jim, 125
Penzias, Arno, 86
phase space distribution function, 47
phase transitions, 197–200, 199
photo-hadronic processes, 72–74, 74, 254–55
photon-baryon fluid. See baryon-photon fluid
photon decoupling, 6, 54, 79, 80, 84–85;
Boltzmann equation and, 61; equilibrium
distribution at time of, 86; gravitational
collapse of baryons and, 153

photons: created from electroweak gauge
bosons, 38; degrees of freedom, 47;
electromagnetic force and, 30; from
high-energy electrons, 65–71; high-energy
interactions of, 74–75; pressure provided by,
153; scattering off charged particles, 79–80;
zero chemical potential of, 52

photon temperature: energy density of ensemble
of species and, 49; entropy density and, 50,
50–51

pion, neutral, 40
pion production: in cosmic-ray air showers, 241;
cosmic-ray protons and, 41–42, 71–74, 250,
254–55, 255, 262–64, 266; in dark matter
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annihilation, 316; differential cross section,
74; from gamma-ray bursts, 265; from
hadronic cosmic rays colliding with gas, 321;
high-energy neutrinos from decays of, 257,
259, 260; in photo-hadronic interactions,
72–74, 74, 254–55; in proton-proton
collisions, 254; supernova remnants and,
267; through hadronic resonances, 74, 74

pitch angle, 67
Planck mass, 11n
Planck scale, 4
PMNS (Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata)
matrix, 177, 257

portal couplings, 300
position-time four-vector, 40–41
positive curvature, metric with, 12–13
positrons: in cosmic rays, 321, 321–22, 322;
high-energy interactions of, 65n

Press-Schechter formalism, 163–64
Press-Schechter mass function, 164
pressure, 18–19; in chemical equilibrium, 48–49;
in energy-momentum tensor, 17; of fluid
before photon decoupling, 93, 95; Friedmann
equations and, 17–18, 49; isocurvature
perturbations and, 171; large-scale structure
and, 152–55, 156, 156n, 157

primordial density perturbations, 94–95, 159,
164, 169–71, 170; inflation and, 95, 104,
218–20, 222, 222, 223, 226; nearly
scale-invariant, 103–4

propagators, 39–40
proton decay: constraints on lifetime, 186;
in GUTs, 186, 187; R-parity and, 274; in
Standard Model, 36

proton-neutron freeze out, 5, 54, 109–12,
111, 332

proton-photon scattering: in AGN jet, 261–63;
with cosmic microwave background, 266;
gamma-ray bursts and, 265; pion production
and, 73–74, 74

proton-proton scattering: gamma rays and
neutrinos from, 264; pion-producing,
72, 73. See also Large Hadron Collider
(LHC)

protons: bremsstrahlung and, 66; particles
contained in, 328n; scattering with CMB, 242,
250

pulsar braking index, 268
pulsars, 267–69; constraints on cosmic strings
and, 206; gamma rays from, 319; from revived
neutron star, 269; spindown timescale of, 269;
time evolution of, 268–69; ultra-high energy

cosmic rays and, 249, 249; very high-energy
positrons accelerated by, 322

p-wave suppressed dark matter candidates, 134

QCD (quantum chromodynamics): complexities
of proton-proton collisions and, 328–29;
CP violation in, 9–10, 288–89; Feynman
diagrams for, 33–34. See also strong force

QCD axions, 291–92, 312. See also axions
QCD phase transition, 5, 37; relativistic degrees
of freedom and, 50

QED (quantum electrodynamics): Feynman
diagrams for, 31–33, 34–35

quantum field theory: anomalies in, 289; gauge
symmetry in, 31, 271; particle as excitation
in, 30

quantum gravity, 4, 10, 272
quantum tunneling: in first order phase
transitions, 197, 200, 201; vacuum transitions
and, 190

quark-gluon plasma, 4
quarks, 31; color charge of, 33; dark matter
annihilations to, 316, 323; in dark matter
scattering with nuclei, 304, 307, 307, 308–11;
degrees of freedom, 47; generation of masses
of, 173–74; in proton colliders, 328–29;
valence quarks vs. sea quarks, 307, 328n

quasars: as active galactic nuclei, 261;
gravitational lensing by, 126; reionization by,
83; reionized hydrogen measurement and, 83

Quinn, Helen, 288. See also Peccei-Quinn
mechanism

quintessence, 231–34, 237

radiation: evolution of energy density of, 21–22;
pressure and energy density of, 18–19;
relativistic particles as, 19

radiation-dominated era, 24–25, 25; Hubble rate
during, 25, 109

radio emission: axion detection and, 311–12;
from pulsar, 267, 269; from synchrotron
mechanism in Milky Way, 69

recombination: dark matter annihilation during,
315–16; number density of free electrons
during, 61–62. See also atoms

redshift, cosmological: definitions of distance
and, 26–28, 27; energy density of radiation
and, 22; energy of a relativistic particle and,
56–57; wavelength and, 22

reduced Planck units, 216n
reionization, 6, 82–84
relativistic degrees of freedom, 49–51, 50
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relativistic particles: decoupling and, 56–57; in
equilibrium, 48; as “radiation,” 19. See also
radiation

renormalization, 31
Ricci scalar, 12, 17
Ricci tensor, 12, 16–17
right-handed neutrinos, 195–97; hidden sector
state mixing with, 300; leptogenesis and,
195–97, 196; in SO(10), 186

rigidity of a particle, 244
R-parity, 274
Rubin, Vera, 124–25

Sachs-Wolfe effect, 88, 94; integrated (ISW), 95,
234n

Sachs-Wolfe plateau, 95
Saha equation, 81–82, 83
Sakharov conditions, 184–85, 186, 187. See also
first Sakharov condition; second Sakharov
condition; third Sakharov condition

scale factor, 13; Boltzmann equation and, 62;
of collapsing overdense region, 159–60;
decoupled particles and, 57; density
perturbations and, 156–57; dynamical dark
energy and, 233; of Einstein-de Sitter
universe, 23; entropy density and, 51;
evolving in matter-dominated universe,
23–24, 24; evolving in our universe, 25,
25; Friedmann equations and, 15–18;
luminosity distance and, 27

scattering cross sections, 39–40, 43–44
s-channel diagrams, 33
s-channel exchange, of spin-1 dark matter
mediator, 142

s-channel resonance, dark matter annihilation
through, 135–36

sea quarks, 307, 328n
second Friedmann equation, 17–18; accelerated
expansion and, 213; slow roll dark energy
and, 232; slow roll inflation and, 216

second order Fermi acceleration, 245–46
second order phase transition, 197; transitioning
out of inflation, 215

second Sakharov condition, 184; electroweak
baryogenesis and, 202

seesaw mechanism, 186, 195, 197, 282
Shi-Fuller mechanism, 286, 287
shock waves: cosmic ray acceleration and,
246–48, 264–65; from gamma-ray bursts,
264–65; from supernova remnants,
267

Silk damping, 97–98, 121; transfer function
and, 166

slow-roll parameters, 216–18, 220
slow-roll scalar dynamical dark energy, 231–34
slow-roll scalar inflaton field, 215–18; large-field
model, 220–21, 221; primordial density
perturbations and, 218–20, 222, 222;
quantum fluctuations in, 227

sneutrinos, 271, 274
SO(10), 186, 188; electroweak sphalerons and,
192

Sommerfeld enhancements, 279–80
sound horizon, 96, 98, 168–69, 235
sound waves. See acoustic oscillations
sphalerons, electroweak, 36; baryon asymmetry
and, 185, 190–94, 197, 201, 202; baryon
number and, 185; as high-temperature
vacuum transitions, 190; leptogenesis and,
194–95, 197

spin states, number of, 47
spontaneous symmetry breaking, 198; of
electroweak sector, 38; forming cosmic
strings, 204–5, 205, 298; forming domain
walls, 202–4, 298; forming monopoles, 206–7;
of U(1)PQ symmetry, 289, 291, 297, 298,
300

Standard Model of particle physics, 30–31; bath
of particles a second after Big Bang, 332;
gauge symmetry groups of, 38, 185; hidden
sector states decaying into, 300; neutrino
masses and, 174; only stable particles in, 128;
particles produced at LHC, 331, 331–32

starburst winds, 249, 249
starlight, inverse Compton scattering from, 70
stars: constraint on axions and, 290; deuterium
processed in, 118; formation of, 6; helium-3
in, 118; helium produced in, 118; lithium
deletion in, 119; population III, and
reionization, 83

static universes, 19–21
staus, in neutralino annihilations and
coannihilations, 276, 276–77

steady state models, 108
stellar nucleosynthesis, 108–9, 116
sterile neutrinos, 105, 174–75, 180, 281–88;
decays of, 285–86, 286; lepton asymmetry
and, 286, 286–88; mass matrix including
active neutrino and, 282; number density
of, 284, 285; produced through oscillations,
282–86, 286, 287; X-ray signal from decays
of, 286, 286

stops, light, 201
strings, cosmic, 204–6, 205; axions and, 298–300
string theory, 205n, 272
strong CP problem, 9–10, 288–89, 291
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strong force: binding nucleons into nuclei, 109;
exchange of gluons in, 30; range of, 37, 40. See
also QCD (quantum chromodynamics)

SU(2), 38, 185; sphalerons and, 192
SU(3), 38, 185
SU(5), 185–87, 188; sphalerons and, 192, 194
subhalos in Milky Way, 319
sun: deflection of light by, 12; neutrino
oscillations from fusion in, 179; neutrinos
propagating through, 180

Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect, 98, 234n
Super-Kamiokande, 186
supernova 1987A: constraint on axions and, 290,

294; neutrinos produced by, 257, 267, 290
supernovae, 266–67; Type Ia, and dark energy,
231, 235, 235, 236

supernova remnants: cosmic-ray acceleration
and, 247, 248, 249, 249, 267; cosmic rays
from, 267; gamma rays and neutrinos from,
267, 319; shock waves associated with,
247

supersymmetry, 271–72; both types of
symmetry in, 271–72; dark matter and, 272,
273–74; Higgs mass and, 9, 272–73, 273; LHC
searches for, 281, 331, 332; motivations for
studying, 272; potentially viable parameter
space, 281; proton decay and, 186

surface of last scattering, 84–85, 86; CMB
polarization and, 101–2; horizon problem
and, 212

symmetry, two categories of, 271–72
synchrotron radiation, 67–69; critical frequency
of, 67–68; at particle accelerator, 327–28;
suppressing gamma-ray emission, 254

taus, 31; in neutralino annihilations and
coannihilations, 276, 276–77

t-channel diagrams, 33, 35
temperature, and distribution of momenta,
46–47

tensor notation, 14–15
tensor-to-scalar ratio, 220, 222, 222–24, 226
tensor-vector-scalar gravity (TeVeS), 127
TeV halos, 269
thermal relics, 129–39; annihilation cross
sections and, 314–15, 316, 322, 323;
annihilations near a resonance, 135–36;
axions as, 292–93, 294; coannihilations of,
136–39; cold relic freeze out, 131–33, 132;
evolution of number density, 129–30; hot relic
freeze out, 130–31; hot relics’ suppression of
structures, 167; Lyman-alpha forest and, 170;
neutralinos and, 277, 278, 281; pure wino as,

279–80, 281; sterile neutrinos and, 284–85;
velocity-dependent annihilations of,
133–35

third Sakharov condition: bubble nucleation
and, 200; electroweak baryogenesis and, 201;
equilibrium and, 184, 187, 196; strongly first
order phase transitions and, 197, 200

Thomson cross section: for bremsstrahlung, 66;
for inverse Compton scattering, 70, 71, 253;
for photon scattering by electrons, 80; for
synchrotron radiation, 67

Thomson limit, 70, 244
Thomson regime, gamma rays produced in,
253–54

Thomson scattering: diffusion and, 97;
polarization of CMB and, 101–2. See also
Thomson cross section

time of last scattering, 88, 94, 96–98, 100
topological defects, 202–7; axion production
from, 294, 298–300; strongly first order phase
transitions and, 197

tracker of LHC, 329, 329
transfer function of matter power spectrum,
159; of adiabatic and isocurvature
perturbations, 171; baryons’ impact on,
168–69, 169; dark matter and, 164–68,
166

tree-level Feynman diagrams, 34–35
Tremaine-Gunn bound, 128, 284
triple alpha process, 116
tunneling. See quantum tunneling
2-point correlation function, 91–92, 158–59;
matter power spectrum and, 169

U(1) symmetry, 38, 185; cosmic strings and,
204, 205; monopoles and, 206

U(1)PQ symmetry, 288–89
u-channel diagrams, 33, 35
universe, brief history of, 4–6
UV-dominated dark matter, 142

vacuum energy density: anthropic principle and,
236–37; cosmological constant and, 9, 22,
230–31

vacuum transitions, 190–91, 191. See also phase
transitions

vectors, and metric tensor, 14
virialization of overdense region, 161–63
virtual particles, 37, 40

warm dark matter, 167–68, 170, 284
wavenumber of Fourier mode, 92, 95–96
Waxman-Bahcall bound, 260, 260, 263, 265, 266
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W± bosons, 30; changing type of a fermion, 34;
coupling to quarks, 34, 36; masses of, 38, 39,
40

weak force: acting on quarks and leptons, 31;
angular momentum and, 31; in conversion
between protons and neutrons, 109–12, 111;
exchange of W± and Z bosons, 30; Feynman
diagrams for, 34, 40; sterile neutrinos and, 174

weak isospin, 38
weak mixing angle, 38
Weinberg, Steven, 237, 289
Weinberg angle, 38
Wheeler, John, 12
Wilczek, Frank, 289
Wilson, Robert, 86
WIMPs (weakly interacting massive particles),
125; evolution and thermal freeze out, 62;
gravitational collapse of, 155; scattering with

nuclei, 302, 311, 314; stringent constraints on,
300

“wine bottle” potential, 204, 204, 289
winos, 274–75, 279–80

X and Y gauge bosons in GUTs, 186–90, 186n
X decays, 188–89, 189
X-ray line searches, 286, 286, 287–88
X-rays from bremsstrahlung, 65

Y decays, 189
Yukawa coupling, 34, 39, 173–74; electroweak
phase transition and, 201; in GUTs, 187;
neutrino mass and, 195, 196

Z bosons, 30, 34, 38, 40; pair production from,
42–43

Zwicky, Fritz, 124




